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As we start (well, continue) a new month, we
hope that you all are keeping your heads up and

looking forward to the cooler weather and
exciting upcoming events. This month is the start
of a new leaf and change for both us and nature;

keep a look out for both!
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Lookin' for a quest,
adventurer?

Camp Fire is in the works to create a
new experience for middle and high

school youth. Dungeons and Dragons
Club will be an amazing way to make

new friends in Tulsa County and
adventure through fantastical lands

together, virtually through the comfort of
your home! Stay tuned for upcoming
announcements as we work to put
amazing stories together for you.

If you have a club announcement or topic
you want featured, reach out to us!

Contact Greg Lowry at glowry@tulsacampfire.org with any Ideas,
thoughts, or subjects you want us to add and we'll get back to you.

Upcoming Events
GSA Leadership Summit: Do you want
to learn and meet more resources here
in Tulsa County? Want to learn how to

run clubs virtually? Contact
glowry@tulsacampfire.org if you would
like to be a presenter for the summit!

How To: Keep
attendance digitally 

From Excel to personal notes, there
are various ways to do head counts
when taking attendance digitally. To

keep info for records, have your peers
type their name when they make it

onto the call and make sure you write
it out. Or, go through a role sheet to

double check you didn't miss anyone.



"National Coming Out Day (NCOD) was founded on October 11, 1988
by Robert Eichsberg and Jean O’Leary marking the anniversary of the
1987 March on Washington for Lesbian and Gay Rights. Since then,
on or near every October 11, thousands of gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgender people and allies celebrate NCOD; with workshops,
speak-outs, rallies and other kinds of events all aimed at showing the
public that LGBT people are everywhere." (Source: GMU and Human
Rights Campaign)
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Want to get on the Spark Weekly mailing list? Click HERE
Have a suggestion? Want to be featured? Email glowry@tulsacampfire.org

What is National Coming Out Day?

“Our invisibility is the
essence of our
oppression. And until
we eliminate that
invisibility, people are
going to be able to
perpetuate the lies
and myths about gay
people.”
J E A N  O ' L E A R Y

Click here to check out more art by Keith Haring!

https://lgbtq.gmu.edu/programs-services/national-coming-out-day/
https://forms.gle/X6GNDCBFcQTkYoaF8
https://www.haring.com/

